Other Top Performing Indicators in 2022
- Gender-responsive performance management (PI.8)
- Evaluation (PI.4)
- Leadership (PI.7)

Areas for improvement
- Financial resource allocation (PI.10)
- Equal representation of women (PI.12)

In 2022, the UN system met 67 per cent of UN-SWAP 2.0 minimum requirements across all indicators, registering a 3-percentage point increase from 2021.
• Three UN-SWAP 2.0 indicators address the achievement of gender-related results in the context of the SDGs (PI 1, 2, 3).

• Based on 73 entities’ UN-SWAP reporting this graph shows the number of entities contributing to each SDG goal.

• The UN system primarily contributes to gender-related Goals in socio-economic and human rights areas (SDG 5, 8, 16).

• There clearly remains space for entities to incorporate gender equality in more technical areas (SDG 2, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15).

• 57 entities integrated Goal 5 in their main strategic document.

• The majority of entities target participation and leadership in political, economic and public life (target 5.5) followed by a focus on ending all forms of discrimination against women and girls everywhere (target 5.1).